FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PRESIDENT'S JOB CREATION & OIL INDEPENDENCE
PRIORITIES HIGHLIGHTED TODAY IN SAN FRANCISCO
BY AFS TRINITY WITH 150 MPG EXTREME HYBRID
After PC's and cell phones, are 150 MPG Extreme Hybrids
the next big thing from small business?
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, March 6, 2009...AFS Trinity Power Corporation will
demonstrate its breakthrough 150 MPG Plug-in Hybrid SUVs in San Francisco
today at the invitation of SB California (www.smallbusinesscalifornia.org) and the
Washington, D.C. based Center for Small Business and the Environment in
response to President Barack Obama's challenge to make job creation and
independence from oil America's top priorities.
Business, government and environmental leaders are scheduled to see and drive
the two prototype SUV's today next to Civic Center Park at Fulton Street across
from the San Francisco Public Library.
Byron Kennard, President of the Washington, D.C.-based Center for Small
Business and the Environment, said, "The AFS Trinity technology serves the two
top priorities that President Obama outlined in his address to Congress on
February 25. We believe AFS Trinity’s Extreme Hybrid is the kind of
breakthrough innovation the Administration and the country is looking for to
create jobs and make possible independence from oil.”
Kennard continued, “This technology, emerging as it has from a small business,
is consistent with the fact that virtually every major transformational technology in
recent years—the personal computer and the cell phone are good examples—
was a child of a small business. Moreover, because small businesses usually
have to rely heavily on their vehicles to stay in operation, they are also likely to
be major beneficiaries of AFS Trinity’s innovations,” he said.
AFS Trinity CEO Edward W. Furia said, "Each of the XH150S SUVs being driven
in San Francisco today is a prototype of a mass-producible family-sized SUV that
can go the first 40 miles each day on an overnight charge with terrific
acceleration and up to a top speed of 90 miles per hour. For an average family
traveling about 340 miles in a week of normal driving, their weekly gas
consumption will drop to less than two gallons. For some families who travel less
than 40 miles daily, a trip to the gas station could become a once every three
months event."
Furia said, "This technology has been proven both in the laboratory and in our two
demonstration vehicles that have amassed thousands of road miles since their
introduction at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit in early 2008.
All that is needed now is funding that will enable the retooling of an existing,
recently shut-down automobile plant to put thousands of auto workers back on the
production line producing a vehicle that we expect will do more to make America
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independent of oil than any step yet taken to address this critical need. The
economic Stimulus Plan could make this vehicle a reality as well as harness it to
achieve the President’s goals for the country, “ he said.
Hank Ryan, Executive Director of Small Business California, speaking in the
interest of California's 3.2 million small businesses, called the AFS Trinity Extreme
Hybrid "the way to reopen closed auto plants, jump start American car sales and
put Americans back to work. That this technology is the product of small business
innovation should come as no surprise. Scratch the surface of America's recently
emerged major technologies that most Americans now depend on and you will find
they are the products of modern entrepreneurs who refused to accept the status
quo and instead set about remaking their industries."
The City of San Francisco is hosting the AFS Trinity XH150S demonstration at
the San Francisco Civic Center today. Mayor Gavin Newsom said, ""The Bay
Area has always been a leading incubator for breakthrough technologies that
emerge not only from our great universities and National Laboratories, but also
from young innovative technology companies.”
150-MPG Calculation
Mileage is based on a typical week of driving: 40 miles, 6 days per week and 100
miles on one day each week. The first 40 of every day are electric and gasoline
is used for longer distances. For this driving profile, the XH-150S uses up to 2
gallons of gas for 340 miles traveled which works out to 170 mpg, which we
round down to 150 miles per gallon to reflect potentially aggressive driving styles
or a heavily laden vehicle. For a complete discussion of mileage issues, see the
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) tab of AFS Trinity's extensive web site or
just click on this link - http://www.afstrinity.com/faq.htm
About AFS Trinity
AFS Trinity Power Corp was created by a 2001 merger of American Flywheel
Systems (AFS) and Trinity Flywheel Power (Trinity) which were incorporated in
1991 and 1993, respectively. Headquartered in Bellevue, Washington with an
engineering center in Livermore, California, the company develops Fast Energy
Storage™ for vehicular, spacecraft and stationary power systems utilizing
batteries, ultracapacitors, and flywheels. The Company has conducted programs
with private and government organizations including DARPA, NASA, the U.S.
Navy, U.S. Army, U.S. DOT, California Energy Commission, Oak Ridge National
Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore National Labs, Lockheed, Honeywell, and
Ricardo. For more information visit www.afstrinity.com.
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Some statements in this release are forward-looking. These statements may be identified by use
of words such as "will," "expects," "believes," "targets," "intends," and words of similar import.
Actual results may vary depending on circumstances both within and outside the control of the
Company including market acceptance of products, technology development cycles and other
risk factors. AFS Trinity Power Corporation takes no responsibility for updating any forwardlooking statements made in this release. Extreme Hybrid™, ExtremeFleet™, XH™, XH-150™,
XH-250™, Fast Energy™, Fast Energy Storage™, Just Plug It In™, Powered by Fast Energy™
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